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Write a C program to solve the given problems. There are four parts. Write the first part and test
it. Then write other parts and test. All the parts together form a single program.Don’t forget to print
the input data. Your file name should be ‘Dmm1.c’, where ‘mm’ is your machine number and ‘1’ is
for the laboratory test one. Send the file byftp to 10.5.17.186 under the subdirectoryeven1 (of the re-
mote machine). Write yourmachine number, roll number, section andname in the program header.

1. Read an integern. Print the smallest integerm greater than or equal ton, and divisible by 19.

2. Print the sum of the digits (decimal) ofn. If n = −143, then the output is8 i.e. 1 + 4 + 3.

3. Print the smallest primep greater than or equal to the absolute value ofn, |n|. Do not use any
function or array.

Input Output
0 2
±5 5
±217 223

4. Letf(x) be a real valued function andxn is close to a real root off(x) = 0. A better approx-
imation of the rootxn+1 is obtained byxn+1 = xn − f(xn)

f ′(xn)
. The process starts withx0, a

‘ reasonable’ initial guess of the root and iterates to get better value ofit.
Write a C functionfloat pow1p5(float x) that computesx1.5 using the method men-
tioned above and returns the value.
Call the function frommain() with |n| as the argument, and print the value of|n|1.5 in
main(). Do not use any mathematical library function. Theerror should be within0.0001
per cent. As an example151.5 = 58.0947.

5. After you are satisfied, send the C program file (no output) to the remote machine (10.5.17.186)
under the correct subdirectory (even1).

Do not change name or type of the specified function.
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